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Whether precipitated by sudden tragedy, CEO performance issues, or a key executive simply going
elsewhere or retiring, succession planning has become a front-burner issue in corporate boardrooms across
the country. For board members, CEOs, and anyone concerned about the quality of governance in corporate
America, CEO Succession fills the need for a practical, best-practices roadmap that puts the board of
directors squarely at the helm as the guiding force for ensuring the steady flow of effective leadership.
Authors Carey and Ogden draw on personal interviews and their own behind-the-scenes work with the CEOs
and directors of some of the leading companies in the world to articulate the field-tested strategies and
techniques boards need to create a systematic and transparent planning process that promotes a seamless
transition of leadership at every level in the organization. With an up-close look at such companies as
Metropolitan Life, Hewlett-Packard, Mellon Bank, and GTE, CEO Succession shows how to put in place the
key elements essential in the succession planning process: establish and sustain a reliable succession agenda
and timetable; implement a self-renewing succession culture that develops leaders at all levels of
management; create a healthy relationship between the Board and CEO that keeps the CEO on track; and
benchmark internal candidates for CEO and other top posts with comparable outside leaders.
With practical guidelines and experienced advice from leading consultants in this field, CEO Succession
offers a long overdue antidote to what stakeholders, Wall Street, and the media have decried as a lack of
board leadership in carrying out its fundamental fiduciary responsibility: ensuring the steady flow of
effective leadership in Corporate America.
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From reader reviews:

Paul Otoole:

What do you consider book? It is just for students because they're still students or the item for all people in
the world, what the best subject for that? Just you can be answered for that question above. Every person has
various personality and hobby for every other. Don't to be pushed someone or something that they don't need
do that. You must know how great in addition to important the book CEO Succession. All type of book is it
possible to see on many solutions. You can look for the internet methods or other social media.

Danielle Rhodes:

In this 21st millennium, people become competitive in every single way. By being competitive right now,
people have do something to make these individuals survives, being in the middle of the particular crowded
place and notice through surrounding. One thing that oftentimes many people have underestimated it for a
while is reading. Yeah, by reading a reserve your ability to survive boost then having chance to stand up than
other is high. To suit your needs who want to start reading the book, we give you this particular CEO
Succession book as beginner and daily reading publication. Why, because this book is more than just a book.

Jaclyn Davis:

This CEO Succession are generally reliable for you who want to be described as a successful person, why.
The main reason of this CEO Succession can be one of several great books you must have is giving you
more than just simple examining food but feed you actually with information that maybe will shock your
prior knowledge. This book will be handy, you can bring it all over the place and whenever your conditions
in the e-book and printed ones. Beside that this CEO Succession giving you an enormous of experience for
instance rich vocabulary, giving you trial of critical thinking that we know it useful in your day activity. So ,
let's have it and revel in reading.

James Butler:

Do you have something that you like such as book? The book lovers usually prefer to decide on book like
comic, short story and the biggest one is novel. Now, why not attempting CEO Succession that give your
entertainment preference will be satisfied by simply reading this book. Reading routine all over the world
can be said as the means for people to know world far better then how they react in the direction of the
world. It can't be said constantly that reading routine only for the geeky man or woman but for all of you
who wants to possibly be success person. So , for all you who want to start reading through as your good
habit, you can pick CEO Succession become your current starter.
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